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Dear Parents and Carers, 

This week has seen a wide range of enjoyable activities at Brantridge. 

On Tuesday many of the pupils participated in ‘Jump for Australia’. This was 

an event driven by our Eco-Council trying to raise money to support the 

animals affected by the bushfires in that country. Ms Sam Lyons who leads 

the Eco Council wrote:  

“Everyone tried really hard and had lots of fun, encouraged each other to 

keep going, building team work and corroboration - we managed to jump for 

the whole of break time- 15 minutes, non-stop! A great achievement for a 

good cause. Now we just need to collect the sponsorship money so that we 

can send it off to help the animals.” 

Tuesday was also our Safer Internet day with various activities taking place 

in the classrooms, which we mentioned in last week’s Bulletin. On Wednesday 

some pupils visited the Guildford Ski Centre and participated in donutting as 

part of the Behaviour Reward trip. This involves sliding down a ski slope 

whilst sat in a rubber ring with a hard plastic base. It was extremely popular 

and no doubt something the pupils will want to repeat. 

A second group were due to go donutting on Thursday, but unfortunately due 

to the weather the centre contacted us that morning to cancel the visit. We 

plan to re-arrange this visit early in the next half term. 

Finally we want to assure you that we are being vigilant with regards to the 

coronavirus. All guidance we are being given by the Department of Education 

is shared with all the staff and we will of course continue to monitor this 

situation closely. 

We will return to school on Monday, 24th February but please do remember 

that we are closed on the 6th March for an INSET day. 

Have a good half term break. 

 

Dafydd Roberts. 

Principal. 

 

 

 

Friday 14th  February 

2020. 
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Mercury 

We have had fantastic finish to the half term here in Mercury. In English this week we have 

been looking at different sentence types such as exclamations, questions, statements and 

commands. In Maths this week we have been looking at Tally charts and creating our own 

pictograms. In Science this week we have been learning about food chains for different 

animals. In Enrichment this week we have been learning about the features of real life 

landscapes where we created our own landscapes using a variety of materials. In Topic this 

week we have been exploring life of an African child and how this differs to life of an English 

child. Everyone here hopes the pupils can have a lovely break and can come back to the next 

half term fresh and ready to learn.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

Pluto: 

Pluto this week have been learning the three different types of verbs and have been 

finding them in sentences. They enjoyed drawing in detail a new giant for the story BFG. 

They had to create what the giant looked like and describe using noun phrases. They had to 

create what the character does to.  Some came up with interesting ways their giants 

caught children.  In Maths they have been working out intervals on scales and then using 

this knowledge to read the volume of water in millilitres. For Enrichment, Pluto cooked the 

Witches pea soup and in Art they extended the image to what they thought would be in the 

landscape. 
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Jupiter. 
 

 

Another buzzing and active learning environment in Jupiter this week.  

We explored hundredths in maths, using pounds and meters to find out 

what they are and what they mean.  We then consolidated our learning 

on Thursday in Jupiter Gym Challenge, where we timed each other 

complete a series of different exercises and then show them in fractions 

and decimals to try to make that link.  In English we wrote diary entries 

from the perspective of different characters from our book, showing a 

great understanding of points of view and how they might feel 

compared to someone else.  Good effort Jupiter. 

 

Titan 

    We have continued with the hard work in Titan this week; the children have been 

working on formal written methods for addition and subtraction, as well as using 

this skill in solving 1 and 2 step word problems. In English they we have worked on 

reading comprehension skills from various texts, as well as summarising our class 

story. On Wednesday the children had a visit from PC Kemp who talked to them 

about violent behaviour, inappropriate language and calling names. It was a very 

successful session where the children appeared to take on everything she said.  

 

 

Saturn 

 This week we have been looking at different types of sentences and the boys have 

matched sentences to questions, statements, exclamations and commands. In maths, 

we have been looking at statistics and interpreting the data. 

We have continued our sessions of Attention Autism which are going really well and 

the class have really enjoyed sensory circuits and mindfulness to help ease 

transitions between lessons. 
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Mars 

A fun filled final week of the half term in Mars class. In English we have been planning and writing our 

own short stories inspired by pictures. We have produced some great work which demonstrates our ever 

improving standards.  

In maths this week we have been assessing our knowledge of geometry to mark the end of our unit. We 

all tried really hard to show what we have learned. 

In art we continued to work on our David Hockney unit where we have been studying his work and using 

this as a starting point for our own landscape painting.  

In drama, we created a video that demonstrates the journey or the banana from Columbia, we looked at 

Fairtrade and thought about how this helps the farmers to earn a living. 

 

Neptune 

Our final week of term – it has flown by!  Again, we have crammed so much in.  In science, we 

have investigated different materials that may dissolve in water.  We found that instant 

coffee, salt and sugar dissolved but sand, flour and oil didn’t.  Earlier in the term, the boys 

had written a persuasive letter to a character in one of our stories. She wrote back this week 

to say their letters were so good they had persuaded her.  In fact, their letters were so 

persuasive she invited them to a tea party to play with her son. The boys planned and 

prepared the tea party – using ingredients that we had to hand.  We also used the 

opportunity to strengthen our social skills and the boys served each other before they 

served themselves.  Then, using this stimulus, the boys wrote thank you letters back to the 

character in our English lesson.  This week was internet safety week and we have looked at 

ways to keep safe on line.  In art, the boys designed internet safety posters.  Unfortunately, 

the weather interfered with our rewards trip – the boys took this really well (the plan is for 

us to go early next term).  
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Outdoor Learning 

 

 
 

The case of the stolen tarts 

This week we have been following the whole school topic on Awsome Authors and have been 

enjoying listening to a bit of Lewis Carrolls – Alice in Wonderland and when Alice got to the 

Mad Hatters Tea Party we then found out that the tarts had been stolen.  Our challenge 

was then to follow the trail and to find the playing cards, solve the riddles and find out 

who took the tarts…The boys soon discovered it was just the Mad Hatter who had taken 

the plate to refill and as a reward they joined in a Tea Party with hot chocolate and jammie 

dodgers 
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Therapies:  
This half term the whole school will be focusing on ‘Sitting to Learn’. 

This target focuses on using the correct seated position to show learners 

are listening to staff. This helps to develop the attention and listening skills 

so that we are able to attend to others and learning to our best ability.  

Some children need to use equipment to help them sit to learn without 

getting restless so quickly, for example move ‘n’ sit cushion or writing 

slope.  

 

 

 
 

 

A helpful way to remember is to say ‘Feet flat (on the floor), bottom back 

(in the seat), I sit ready.’ 

 

We will now be focusing on one target per half term to ensure that 

children have enough time to understand the target and use it whilst at 

school or home. 
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Brantridge Weekly - Roll Of Honour! 
  TOP OF THE LEAGUE 

 

Felix, Theo B and Alfie H 
 

TITAN MARS 

King of the Credits Jayden S King of the Credits Felix 

Star of the Week Jayden P Star of the Week Oliver 

SATURN   PLUTO 

King of the Credits Toby King of the Credits Alfie H 

Star of the Week Toby Star of the Week Alfie H 

JUPITER               MERCURY 

King of the Credits Cohen King of the Credits Riley-John 

Star of the Week Daniel Star of the Week Aymen 

Neptune 

King of the Credits Theo B 

Star of the Week Ronnie 
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